In this paper, we present a system that allows visually impaired people to autonomously navigate in an unknown indoor and outdoor environment. The system, explicitly designed for low vision people, can be generalized to other users in an easy way. We assume that special landmarks are posed for helping the users in the localization of pre-defined paths. Our novel approach exploits the use of both the inertial sensors and the camera integrated into the smartphone as sensors. Such a navigation system can also provide direction estimates to the tracking system to the users. The success of out approach is proved both through experimental tests performed in controlled indoor environments and in real outdoor installations. A comparison with deep learning methods has been presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
The possibility of exploiting Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) for supporting Visually Impaired People (VIP) and promoting vision substitution has been widely considered over the last five decades, especially with the emergence of electronic Braille displays, synthetic speech and ultrasonic sensors. Most of these solutions focus on a specific vision problem, being in general very complicated the design of a general-purpose solution for vision substitution [1] . For example, some devices have been designed for helping in the perception of spatial layouts, monitoring of the near environment to facilitate mobility, or providing general knowledge about a large scale environment to improve orientation. At the same time, wireless technologies such as GPS, WiFi, iBeacons, etc. have significantly contributed to the proliferation of localization systems, due to their pervasiveness, with the ambition of improving the independence and social inclusion of blind and low vision people [2] .
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To support autonomous mobility of blind people in unknown environments, in [3] we presented a smartphone-based system different from previous solutions. Here, the localization functionality required for supporting orientation and autonomous mobility is implemented by interacting with GPS (in outdoor) or WiFi networks and iBeacons (in indoor), our solution is based on measurements performed by the user device only. Indeed, avoiding the utilization of GPS and other radio networks makes the system suitable for any environment, including indoor. The only requirement is the deployment of colored tapes on the floor, or any other visual marker, for indicating the possible paths. The main idea is exploiting the smartphone camera for detecting the landmarks with computer vision techniques and providing user feedback via vibration signals [3] - [5] . While the original system was designed only for letting users to follow paths, in this paper we present a new solution which integrates different sensors. We aim also to track the position of the users and to give them some feedback via phone vibration.
Tracking of a user in indoor environments is not an easy task, especially when high accuracy is needed to guide VIP.
Solutions available in literature, integrating the incremental movements estimated by the smartphone sensors, are called Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR) schemes and they suffer from significant error drifts over time. We explored the performance improvements of PDR schemes that can be enabled by the exploitation of suitable Computer Vision (CV) functions, devised to provide additional heading and velocity measurements. Since our system continuously captures floor images for detecting the colored tapes, the orientation of these painted lines within the image can be exploited for measuring the heading of user movements. Moreover, the comparison of the same reference points, such as the tile corners or special visual markers, in consecutive images can be exploited for estimating the user velocity [6] .
The main contributions of the paper are the following: i) demonstrating how the camera sensors can be exploited for providing measurements similar to the ones provided by the IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) systems and characterizing the errors of these measurements; ii) quantifying the complexity of the processing required by the computer vision algorithms and discussing the best trade-offs between energy consumption and measurement availability and comparing it with deep learning solutions; iii) designing a tracking system based on the integration of IMU and camera-based measurements and evaluating its accuracy in experiments with real users.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the state of the art in VIP navigation. Section III presents the system architecture. In section IV we give details on the computer vision algorithms. Section V describes the IMU based Pedestrian Dead Reckoning system. Section VI illustrates our Tracking System, by performing a data fusion and integration of the CV and PDR systems. In Section VII we show the success of the system in validation experiments and, finally, in Section VIII we draw some conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
As mentioned before, many approaches have been used to support people orientation and navigation. Some are based on the triangulation of radio signals, such as WiFi, some on direct measure of landmarks (with RFIDs, Ultrasound, Bluetooth, Beacons, etc.), and others on ego-motion sensing with Inertial Measurement Units (IMU, i.e., accelerometers, magnetometers, and gyroscopes). This last approach (PDR) is accurate in low-medium range, but it suffers from drift due to noise [7] on long distance. Method to reset the IMU bias can be found in [8] , where the knowledge of the pedestrian movement is used; or in [9] , [10] where an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is exploited to compensate the drift. Other solutions adopt reference points provided by fingerprinting map such as in [11] , [12] . Despite their limitations, such dead-reckoning solutions have been largely employed in real navigation systems [13] , [14] and in the Navatar [15] system. Another approach is the adoption of neural network. In [30] two deep Convolutional Neural Network model are presented in order to assist the mobility of blind and visually impaired people. Unfortunately, as described below, this solution is not very efficient in term of time complexity. Concerning navigation systems for blind users, clearly, stricter requirements need to be fulfilled, in terms of accuracy and reaction times. Moreover, the cosmetic aspect is important to be included as part of the design, because the acceptance from the blind community is crucial. Some approaches have adopted the sensory substitution method, such as the one based on LIDARs [16] , or in [17] where vibro-tactile stimulation is applied to the hand palms to code and give directions through a temporal sequence of the stimuli. To achieve safe navigation a vibrating belt together with time-of-flight distance sensors [18] or cameras [19] have been used. Indoor navigation has been tackled also based using the fusion of radio-based markers and visual landmarks [20] or with computer vision systems as in [21] .
The importance of training blind people to safely and independently travel is addressed in [22] , even if in unknown or unfamiliar complex location such autonomous navigation often fails. A number of studies look into their experiences and the challenges they face in general mobility [23] and [24] . For example, in airport applications the state of the art of navigation system for blind mostly rely on the use of beacons [25] . These systems provide an intermittent reference to the user rather than a continuous reference signal similar to the one currently provided by the tactile paving. On the other side, tactile paving does not provide information about the environment and even about the path destination. We envision then the need of proposing a solution able to provide a reliable and continuous system to blind users while tracking their position within a predefined set of possible paths. Our system has been tested involving blind users. Results have been very encouraging, with a satisfaction grade of 90 deg, [4] . Moreover, we have developed and tested [26] a Game (in.line) to help the blind users learn and familiarize with our system and to act on the spatial skills, in order to possibly acquire an allocentric spatial representation.
The sensory system is implemented by exploiting the IMU and camera embedded in the smartphone: the measurements produced by the inertial sensors and the images acquired by the camera are logged and synchronized using the timestamp. It is worth noticing that IMU measurements are sampled at higher frequency than camera images and therefore, in general, multiple measurements are linked to the same image of the floor.
III. NAVIGATION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In this paper we work with a localization and navigation system called ARIANNA (pAth Recognition for Indoor Assisted NavigatioN with Augmented perception). The system is able to work both in indoor and outdoor scenarios, especially designed for environment where GPS-based solutions are not available. The main idea is exploiting a common smartphone as a mediation instrument between the user and the reality: the smartphone camera oriented towards the floor allows the detection of colored tapes or painted lines deployed in the environment as special paths, while a vibration signal provides a feedback as long as the user is moving along the path. In other words, our system allows replacing the special tiles deployed along the tactile paving with flexible and easy to deploy painted paths. Moreover, differently from usual tactile paving, ARIANNA can provide additional information about the environment, such as a digital representation of the available paths and destinations, as well as navigation functionalities towards desired points of interest.
A key component of ARIANNA is the computer vision algorithm which recognizes the painted line on the floor, under varying environmental light conditions. There are many different computer vision functions that can be combined for the identification of the painted line, taking into account the constraints of our problem: i) the path identification has to be prompt and reliable, without perceivable latencies for the users, which could correspond to discontinuous signals; ii) the lifetime of the smartphone battery has to be compatible with the timing required, in order to guarantee the practical usage of the system. These constraints correspond to the identification of robust solutions, with limited complexity, able to work in real-time. Along the path, the system also permits to find some points of interests by detecting landmarks (such as QRcodes or iBeacons) and retrieve location-based information. The implementation of our system requires that the computations are all running in real time on-board of the used smartphone. In terms of computation we mean, as detailed below, both the computer vision and the sensor fusion with the inertial dead reckoning algorithms. Fig. 1 shows a map with a typical installation of ARIANNA, where the colored paths are represented by two colors (blue and yellow), which make the identification of the lines more robust to other similar colors present in the environment, and allow the application to immediately retrieve a direction information. Colored paths can be posed on the floor or carpets, painted on the outdoor pavements or even deployed with aerial tapes, thus enabling flexible and low cost installations. Additional landmarks, such as QRcodes or iBeacons, can be settled close to the points of interest or on line intersections to add audible information to the user upon request or to reset our algorithm in proximity of a change in direction. QRcodes are generally more precise in terms of positioning, although more visible impacting the aesthetic of the installation, while iBeacon can be hidden and be a preferable choice in cultural environment such as museums. A data network connection is optional but if available it can be used to download additional information such as the ambient map (e.g. via a WiFi or cellular network). Finally, The user interface adopts tactile stimuli (vibration of the smartphone) to provide feedback. It has been shown that the current consumption of typical vibration motors has a limited impact on the battery life of commercial smartphones [27] and that the energy savings coming from switching off the screen are higher than the costs introduced by vibrational cues [28] . Unlike other approaches in haptic interfaces, our solution does not need a selective vibration of the touched point (that is also difficult to obtain and requires special piezo-electric materials, etc.).
Although the main sensor of the system is represented by the smartphone camera, in this paper we extend the ARIANNA system with a localization function, able to track the user pose (position and heading) along the colored paths. To this purpose, we propose to exploit the inertial (IMU) sensors available on common smartphones for estimating the incremental movements of the users and correlating such movements with the images acquired by the camera. Thanks to the usage of a common clock for adding time-stamps to the images and the IMU measurements, despite of the different acquisition frequency of cameras and sensors, we demonstrate that we can improve the reliability of direction estimates provided by the IMU sensors, as well as velocity measurements estimated by the computer vision algorithms. The overall tracking scheme is able to localize the users along the painted paths with an accuracy much better than usual dead-reckoning schemes. In Fig. 2 , we report the general architecture on how the different sensory system are connected and integrated to obtain a reliable system, as described in the following sections.
We can envision several opportunities in adding a localization function to ARIANNA. Users can be assisted towards their destination by also receiving information on the residual distance. Moreover, context information about the surrounding environment, services or points of interests can be dynamically updated. Positioning information can also be exploited in case the users lose the painted path, because for small drifts the positioning accuracy is good enough to bring the user back to the painted line.
IV. COMPUTER VISION ALGORITHMS AS MEASUREMENT SENSORS
The ARIANNA system detects the colored paths on the floor via computer vision algorithms. These algorithms can be extended for providing additional information devised to track the user along the path. Indeed, the slope of the path identified in the camera image can be mapped into a heading measurement, while the comparison between images captured into consecutive frames can provide a velocity measurement, as detailed in the following subsections. In other words, the smartphone camera and the image processing can work as a sensor for providing measurements similar to the ones generated by inertial sensors.
Two main features can be exploited for detecting the paths: the geometry of the tapes (which in the end are given by piecewise lines), and the colors of the tapes (which combine two different colors for representing a direction without ambiguity). We combined two solutions focused on both the geometric factors and the color identification, with different complexity and detection capabilities. Once the path has been identified and mapped into a blob of points within the image, we applied other image processing functions for computing the heading and velocity measurements. Complexity is a very important metric to be considered, because energy consumption is critically affected by it: apart from a fixed amount of energy required for the smartphone operating system, the additional energy consumed by our system is roughly proportional to the algorithm complexity.
We also characterized the errors of these measurements. To this purpose, we recorded the images captured by a smartphone while a reference user was walking in a round path in a room, at the University of Roma Tre, equipped with the OptiTrack system, composed by 10 infrared cameras and able to detect the markers with an accuracy of 10 −4 m, thus providing a ground truth of user positions over time.
A. HEADING MEASUREMENT 1) GEOMETRY-BASED PATH IDENTIFICATION
An obvious solution for detecting a path is searching lines into the images, by using the well-known Canny algorithm, which is able to identify a set of edge points in an image by delimiting areas with large luminance changes. This set of points can be associated to a path whenever they result aligned. This analysis also provides the slope of the aligned points, which correspond to the user orientation along the path. In case a map of the paths is known and the user can be positioned (even roughly) on this map, the relative heading of the user can be converted into an absolute orientation.
To identify the line seen by the camera, our algorithm is composed by three steps: i) filtering the image, for reducing the noise and the details of the image background; ii) applying the Canny algorithm, for detecting the edges of the objects in the image; iii) identifying the sub-set of edges which can be considered as a line using the Hough transform.
a: ELIMINATING IMAGE DETAILS
The first step is performed by using a Gaussian smoothing filter, whose main goal is defocusing the image for avoiding that some regular patterns of the floor (e.g., such as the edges of squared tiles) can be erroneously considered as a path trace. Since the lines deployed on the floor are very thick in comparison with the tile edges, such a filtering operation does not affect the identification of the line edges. The filter is characterized by a parameter σ which represents the standard deviation of the Gaussian function used for smoothing the image details. Higher values of σ lead to a more evident loss of image details.
b: DETECTING EDGES
The second step is given by the application of the well-known Canny scheme. The output is a binary matrix, whose dimension is equal to the original frame and whose values are set to 1 for the pixels corresponding to the detected edges. These pixels are identified by computing the maximum luminosity gradient (in each possible direction) for each pixel, and by selecting the pixels for which the gradient is higher than a threshold T . Higher values of T correspond to a lower number of detected edges.
c: DETECTING LINES AND SLOPES
The last step works on the binary image found by the Canny scheme, for transforming the line identification problem in a maximum search problem. The Hough transform is used for mapping each edge point in a set of parameters (ρ, θ) representing the bundle of lines passing through that point. When multiple edge points are aligned, there is a common (ρ, θ) value representing the line passing through all the points. Therefore, the scheme simply works by counting the maximum number of occurrences (i.e., votes) of quantized (ρ, θ) values computed for each edge point. The quantization allows compensating noise effects in the identification of the alignments. This step is critically affected by the resolution used for quantization and by the threshold used for assuming that a given (ρ, θ) value corresponds to a line in the image. We chose to only consider the global maximum in the parameter space, i.e., a single (ρ, θ) value receiving the greatest number of votes, because we assume that the greatest number of aligned points always correspond to the thickly painted line. However, since the painted line is actually implemented with a bi-colored stripe, such a choice implies that we are only able to detect one of three parallel linear edges along the stripe. In proximity of a turning point, such as L-like junction points, the number of path segments with a different orientation is at least equal to two. However, by always choosing the line with the highest number of votes, which usually correspond to the longest detected line, we avoid ambiguity in the reference orientation for the user.
The above scheme can be optimized by considering the effects of the image resolution, the smoothing factor of the Gaussian filter, and the threshold values of the Canny schemes on the accuracy of line detection. Fig. 3 visualizes the effects of different smoothing factors on a real image of a path trace. The standard deviation is normalized as a function of the image resolution (for representing the portion of the area involved in the filtering operations). As the standard deviation increases, the image loses details as evident in the reduction of the number of edges identified by the Canny algorithm. This, in turns, corresponds to a lower number of detected lines (from 9 lines for σ = 0.25 to 3 lines for σ ∈ [0.5, 0.625]), which are likely to coincide with the path trace, rather than with the floor regular patterns. Image resolutions have a similar effect on line detection accuracy: too high resolutions (apart from complexity issues) include too many details, which can correspond to the detection of wrong lines; too low resolutions imply rough estimates of the line orientation. We also noticed that the threshold of the Canny scheme has a limited impact on the error metric. In the next experiments discussed in the paper, we used the optimal configurations found on the basis of these considerations.
Regarding complexity, we can roughly estimate the number of operations required for detecting the path slope by considering that we work on colored images scaled to N = 192·144 pixels. Being m the dimension of the Gaussian filter, the first smoothing operations requires to run m multiplications per-pixel, with a total complexity of m · N . The Canny scheme has an additional complexity of 4 · N · log N + N (i.e. four convolutions on the whole image and a per-pixel comparison with a threshold), while the final Hough transform requires other p operations for each edge point detected by Canny, if p is the total number of quantized (ρθ). Assuming that the edge points are αN , the total complexity is αN ·p+m·N +4 N log N = o(N ·log N ). However, the number of quantized values p considered by Hough is usually much higher than N and the predominant term can be αN · p.
In order to compare the complexity of the two different approaches for detecting the painted line, we compared the execution times of different functions implemented in MATLAB, where execution times can be easily monitored for each specific sub-routine. Although the implementation within the ARIANNA application is obviously different (being based on the Open CV libraries), we expect that the relative behaviors of the functions can be similar. Table 1 summarizes the execution times of the processing required for the heading measurement according to the geometric-based approach implemented in MATLAB. The times are referred to a Windows Operating system and an Intel i7-4510U quad-core processor at 2GHz. From the table we confirm that Hough is the most complex task and its complexity is proportional to N and p. We can conclude that the Hough transform takes most of the energy absorbed by the execution of the geometric-based identification function.
2) COLOR-BASED PATH IDENTIFICATION
Another possible solution for identifying the path is detecting sub-areas of the image characterized by the same colors of the tapes. Image colors can have different representations, among which the HSV (hue, saturation, value) representation is more robust to luminance changes. In principle this approach can be quite simple, because it works by applying conditional statements on each image pixel, in order to verify if it belongs to the desired intervals of hue, saturation and values. The complexity required by this filtering operation is proportional to N , thus resulting much lower than the complexity required by the previous approach. Moreover, the direction information can be easily extracted from the blob of points identified as belonging to the path, by evaluating the second-order moments of the blob, whose complexity is equal to the number of blob points selected into the image size. Assuming that the blob points are usually about 1/8 of the total image, the overall complexity is 1/8·N +N = o(N ). Table 1 quantifies the execution time required for computing the second order moments of the blob points in MATLAB for the same reference computer used for the analysis of the geometric-based approach.
Despite of the lower complexity, the approach based on color searches has the drawback of being potentially affected by the light conditions in which the camera works. Indeed, it is not obvious how to define absolute HSV intervals for identifying the path under variable (even on a day-basis) light conditions. Schemes removing shadows on the images or correcting luminance changes can be more complex than edge-based solutions. We therefore implemented a mixed algorithm, in which the two schemes are opportunistically combined: ARIANNA normally works by applying a simple color-based detection, but at regular time intervals of 1 sec the geometry-based scheme is executed for delimiting the tapes and re-sampling the color intervals. Since we sample the camera at a rate of 10 frames/sec, the overall consumption is given due to the color-based identification function for 90% and to the geometric-based function for the remaining 10%. Fig. 4 shows an example of dynamic re-sampling of the HSV values used by the color-based path identification approach. In the left part of the figure, we can see the bi-colored tape under three different light conditions. A red delimiter is used for segmenting the image area recognized as belonging to one color of the path. In the right part of the figure, we also show the HSV distributions of the points belonging to the segmented area. In the top case, when the light conditions are almost uniform, we can see that the HSV distributions are very narrow and color recognition by means of HSV filtering works well. In the middle case, we see that the HSV filtering allows to recognize only one part of the path, not covered by the shadowed area. Only after the execution of the geometric-based path identification function, the whole path captured in the image is correctly identified and the HSV values can be re-sampled, leading to the bi-modal distributions shown in the bottom case of the figure. These distributions can be used for applying the color filters to the subsequent image frames, until the user moves completely to the shadowed area. At this point, the next execution of the geometric-based identification function will update the HSV values to new single-modal distributions typical of the shadowed image. in order to have a ground truth of user positions over time. From the figure, we can see that both the schemes provide similar results in the first portion of the experiment (i.e. for image samples lower than 800), while they differ for a while in the second portion. By comparing the results with the ground truth, we found that the origin of mismatching is due to an abrupt corner along the path. While the Hough scheme suddenly switches from one slope to another (being the result equal to the direction of the longest line detected into the image), the color-based scheme provides the average orientation of the whole blob of points.
3) CHARACTERIZATION OF ERRORS
By using the heading information acquired by the Opti-Track, we observed that the Hough scheme provides heading measurements with negligible errors, but these measurements are not always available. The overall error on the heading measurements provided by our proposed combination of geometric-based and color-based detection scheme is characterized in figure 5(b) . The figure shows that we can approximate the errors with a Gaussian distribution with 2.35 deg mean and 7.39 deg 2 variance.
B. VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
We investigated the possibility of exploiting computer vision for providing a measurement of velocity. While the previous schemes identify the heading of the movement, i.e. the orientation of the velocity vector, it is possible to design some extensions devised to also measure the velocity module. The idea is identifying some reference points in two different images acquired by the smartphone camera and evaluating the velocity module by quantifying the translation of the points and the time interval between the two images. For quantifying the translation, it is possible to properly scale the distance between two pixels of the image. For example, the thickness of the tapes used for deploying the paths, whose size is known, can help for estimating the scaling factor between distances on the images and distances in the real word. The above technique is implemented in the so called Optical Flow schemes, usually adopted for tracking the movements of objects in images captured by a fixed camera, [6] . We adapted the Optical Flow library functions provided in MATLAB for working with a moving cameras oriented towards fixed path. The scheme returns both the rotation and the translation of the smartphone between two consecutive image samples, provided that the image includes some points, such as tile corners, markers on the path, etc., that can be easily recognized in two different images. Fig.6 shows the velocity estimates provided by our implementation of the Optical Flow when applied to the image traces acquired in the OptiTrack experiment. From the figure, we can see that the errors alternate intervals where the errors are very small and intervals where the error grow significantly (similarly to the heading measurement results). By synchronizing the results with the OptiTrack ground truth, we observed that the errors grow in proximity of the corners: in other words, the velocity measurement works well only in case of translations with limited rotations. By dropping the measurements relevant to the image samples for which the rotation is higher than a given threshold, we characterized the measurement errors when the user moves without abrupt direction changes (i.e. in the path segments between two consecutive corners). Fig. 6(b) shows the empirical distribution obtained for the filtered measurements.
C. COMPARISON WITH A DEEP LEARNING APPROACH
Since neural networks are currently receiving a lot of attention in the field of computer vision, we also investigated on the comparison between our proposed measurement functionalities and alternative approaches based on deep-learning. In particular, we considered the solution proposed in [30] for guiding a robotic guide-dog along a pre-defined painted path (identical to our path) by means of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The network works on the images acquired by three different fisheye cameras by classifying the dog movements as aligned to the path, drifted on the left or drifted on the right of the path. The classification output is then used for correcting the dog movements in order to keep it on the path. Despite the simplicity of this classification function, which does not provide a heading measurement but only a quantized direction of the user relative to the path, the number of operations required by the proposed network structures are not negligible. More specifically, the paper considers two deep CNN structures for supporting the path-following mechanism of the dog robot: CaffeNet [31] and TrailNet [32] . Both models consist of different convolutional, max-pooling and fully connected layers, with a dominant contribution on the complexity given by the convolutional layer (the other layers usually contribute for no more that 5-10% [33] ). Each convolutional layer has a kernel/filter that consists of a square matrix K . The filter moves to the right (and down when the row is complete) with a certain stride value until the entire image is traversed. With a stride length = 1 the kernel shifts of one position for each step and every time it performs a matrix multiplication operation between K and the portion P of the image over which the kernel is overlapping. We considered TrialNet for the complexity calculation, considering that it is a small network compared to CaffeNet. For this network design, a generic convolutional layer has y = 32 outputs, a kernel size k = 4 and a stride = 1, so the complexity for a color RGB (c = 3) squared image of N = n · n = n 2 pixels is equal to O(c · n 2 · k 2 · (n − k + 1) 2 · y) that can be simplified in O(3n 2 · 16 · (n − 3) 2 · 32) = O(n 4 ) = O(N 2 ). As it is possible to see from the latter result, the complexity of a single convolutional layer is greater than the complexity of our algorithms, even for the geometric-based approaches. For dealing with such a complexity in real-time, the authors in [30] used an NVIDIA Jetson TX1 embedded system with 4 GB of GPU/CPU memory. Indeed, although convolution neural networks are very effective for recognizing objects of different shapes and complexity, our specific problem refers to a linear path, whose geometrical identification is very easy with edge detection and line identification algorithms.
V. IMU BASED DEAD RECKONING
The IMU-based dead reckoning is usually relying only on measurements of the accelerometers and the gyroscopes. It is possible to implement a tracking system that is devoted to understand the activity recognition to estimate both the heading and the position.
A. ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
The Activity Recognition is devoted to classifying the human motion. This step is crucial, since according to the output of this subsystem, different models can be applied to track the displacement of the user. This step is also difficult to be performed when the number of motions to be identified is high, however, in this set up only a limited number of activities have been considered.
Most of the applications (indoor and outdoor) of our system are organized in planar environments. The user walks in the environment and stops at certain points of interest to appreciate the artworks (cultural sites) or the shops (commercial sites). We can use landmarks along its path to identify the possible stops and the floor or the area, so the user moves in a two-dimensional space and only standing still and walking activities need to be recognized. These two activities can be easily detected by exploiting the accelerations recorded by the IMU, as proposed in [34] , [37] . Specifically, the accelerometer covariance along the three axes can be analyzed to distinguish among this two activities because when the user is standing still these parameters are considerably reduced and mainly characterized by the noise.
B. HEADING ESTIMATION
The Heading Estimation measures the direction of the user. Such additional information is used in the sensor fusion algorithm as described in the next section. Such heading changes only when the user is walking. As reported in previous works [29] , [34] , the heading estimate can be evaluated using data from gyroscopes, to provide the heading of the smartphone reference frame (i.e., the Body frame) with respect to the Navigation Frame (NF), i.e. a fixed Cartesian reference frame. Data from gyroscopes are affected by bias that downgrade the accuracy of the estimate. To reduce this effect, the bias is recalculated when the user is not walking and the standing still activity is detected.
C. POSITION ESTIMATION
The Position Estimation evaluates the user position (x, y) with respect to the NF. According to the hand-held position of the smartphone, the acceleration along the z-axis lies on the user sagittal plane, perpendicular to the floor. This signal is fundamental during the walking activity, since it is analyzed to identify the step event. Specifically, local minima α m maxima α M of the vertical acceleration signal is retrieved to evaluate both peak detection and zero crossing detection. We also exploit such features to evaluate the cardinality c i of the set of samples in order to cope with different walking speed. Some learning techniques on the first steps is also implemented to adapt the algorithm to different users. When the user is walking, the displacement δ s is evaluated with the algorithm proposed in [35] : s = β 4 α(k) M − α(k) m where α(k) M and α(k) m are the actual (time k) maximum and minimum vertical accelerations. Notice that while in [35] the IMU is placed near the user Center of Mass and β is the average length of a step, here, such parameter β depends also on the position of the hand with respect to the user body. In our setting we will estimate also such parameter during the sensor fusion implementation. The initial position and heading are supposed known while the user position while walking is recursively computed. -Finally, the user displacement is set to zero is the user has been classified as standing still.
VI. TRACKING SYSTEM WITH DATA FUSION
To obtain an efficient tracking system specifically designed for VIP which provides localization and navigation features we combine the efficient and lightweight CV and PDR algorithms. The sensor fusion is obtained by implementing an Extended Kalman Filter according to the following model. The general scheme has been anticipated and described in Fig. 2 .
A. STATE MODEL
Assuming that the smartphone and user positions coincide, we can consider only movements in a 2D environment (i.e. for simplicity we do not take in consideration changes in user elevation). We consider a five-dimension discrete state model, where the first two components are the 2D coordinates of the user, the third component is the displacement s of the user and the fourth component is the direction γ of the user velocity. The fifth component is the parameter β which takes in to account the step length and height of the user affecting how the displacement of the user is related to velocity.
Let x and y be the 2D coordinates of the user with respect to the NF, and s the displacement, and γ the direction of user velocity. We assume that the human correction actions work on the direction of the movement. Under these assumptions, we can consider the following discrete-time state model:
where T represents the time interval for the update, u 1 
where ω z is the angular velocity detected by the compass and b is the compass bias) and u 2 (k) = 4 α M k − α m k are two input signals provided by the IMU as detailed in Section V. Such information provided by the PDR algorithm are used in the state model as external inputs. The additive noise components represent random variations that can be assumed as Gaussian distributed and characterized by a covariance matrix Q.
B. MEASUREMENT MODEL
As measurements we use the ones obtained by the smartphone sensors and the information that can be inferred by the environment, generally provided at regular time intervals T . Some specific components can be available only at specific timing, (e.g. when the smartphone camera is able to read a landmark). More into details, the following measurements have been considered:
• user heading (z γ ): user movement direction, measured by means of the computer vision algorithm.
• user absolute velocity (z |v| (k) : user velocity, measured by means of the computer vision algorithm.
• user coordinates (z x and z y ) : user position, read and available only when the landmark is detected or in proximity of a changing direction. Being ν the generic noise on the measurement components, we can map the measurements to the state vector by using the following equations:
where each relevant measurement is related to its physical meaning trough its apix. Note that the measurement on the angle and the displacement are available at each step of the user, while the other measurements are available only when some landmark is in visibility. The noise in the measurements has been characterized as described in Section IV-A3.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The evaluation of our system is tested in indoor laboratory and in outdoor real installations to assess the system accuracy. We have used a Samsung Galaxy S6 (SM-G920F) device, running Android 6.0.1, with embedded sensors as the IMU-MPU6500 by Invensense and the IMX240 camera by Sony. We collect data from the IMU at a sampling frequency 100 Hz, while from the camera we acquired images at 20 Hz. The indoor scenario is performed in a room equipped with the OptiTrack system. Such capture motion system is composed by 10 infrared cameras and able to detect the markers with an accuracy of 10 −4 m letting us compute the Ground Truth (GT) of user positions over time. To this purpose, the smartphone has been equipped with 4 markers, and the Center of Mass (CoM) of the markers corresponds to the CoM of the smartphone. We evaluate the accuracy of our system using as performance index the estimated error on checkpoints. Such estimated error is the Euclidean distance between the estimated position through the Tracking system or only the PDR algorithm and the corresponding points on the GT.
In outdoor scenario, instead, we use as performance index the error obtained on the end of the line, the accumulated error on the final point of the track. The experimental tests has been carried out in the Farm Cultural Park, Favara (AG), Italy, where the system ARIANNA has been installed to help the VIP visit the open air museum, Fig. 11 .
In all the experiments we compare our Tracking System (TS) with a PDR-only system (PDR). The latter is implemented according to [29] and running without the information coming from the CV algorithms.
In Tab. 2, we report all the parameters used to initialize TS. During an initial phase of the experiments, when the user is not moving for 10 s, we evaluate and collect the covariances associated to the accelerations.
The first experiment is a short (10 m) S shaped path, (see Fig. 7 ) carried out in an office-like environment. The results obtained using our TS and PDR only are shown and compared with the GT retrieved by the capture motion system. AS can be seen by the results, at the end of the experiment, The PDR-only system shows a relevant error that has been accumulated along the path. Considering also that the path is short and the drift is partially compensated by the opposite curves, we notice how our Tracking System outperforms and suitably reduces such error. In the worst case, we the error is limited to 0.54 cm.
The second indoor experimental test (Q-path) is aimed at evaluating the accuracy in a closed loop setting. The user repeats a squared-path 5times without stops. The total path is now 130 m length. In Fig. 8 we report the comparison of the results obtained in such experiment, by the PDR-only system and our TS with respect to the GT evaluated by the capture motion system. The PDR estimate error is growing with no bound, because of the heading drift: the error estimate covariance is much larger than the previous experiment. We notice, on the contrary, the TS error estimate is bounded, because in this case the vision system is constantly correcting the drift in the heading. Now the TS covariance is comparable to the previous trial values. In both experiments, the step events represent the checkpoints and we report in Tab. 3 the obtained corresponding performance index.
In Fig. 9 , we report the results obtained during our outdoor experimental test. As previously mentioned, now we accumulate the estimation error till the final point and use this as performance index. Such final point is the end of the painted line on the ground. The overall distance traveled is about 76 m. Using the PDR-only system we obtain an accumulated error of 3.1 m, corresponding to a 4% of the entire distance. This error is then reduced to 0.41 m, less than the 1% of the traveled distance, when our TS is used.
Finally, Fig. 10 compares the results obtained by using PDR and Deep Learning. Specifically, we used the CNN proposed in [30] in order to extract positioning information with respect to the path through a simple tag (''Left'' or ''Right'', i.e. +1 if we are at the right of the path and −1 if we are to the left of the path). The heading computed by using CNN has been used in the update step. Although the path retrieved by the CNN turns to be more accurate than the PDR, it does not overcome the results obtained using the heading correction of the ARIANNA system. The CNN provides only a quantized absolute heading, that is able to partially compensate the errors accumulated due to the gyro drift but is still less precise than the ARIANNA system. Although more complex algorithms could be implemented to improve the precision of the NN, this comes at a cost of high computational complexity (as discussed in Section IV-C), which becomes unfeasible for mobile hardware such as a normal smartphone. 
VIII. CONCLUSION
An innovative smartphone-centric tracking system is described. This system is designed for indoor and outdoor environments and it is based on both dead-reckoning and computer vision algorithms jointly used. Specifically, we demonstrated that special reference signals deployed into the environment, such as the colored tapes envisioned for replacing the tactile paving, can be exploited for turning the smartphone camera in an additional sensor. Indeed, by processing the images acquired by the camera, it is possible to provide estimates of user heading and velocity, while the detection of special landmarks, such as corners or visual markers, can completely reset the tracking errors in proximity of known coordinates. Measuring the heading by means of computer vision functions is more reliable than gyroscopes, with a maximum error of about 5 deg. Conversely, velocity measurement performed by the computer vision functions work well only when user movements do not include significant rotations. However, rotations can be detected by the smartphone IMU, which also provides an alternative velocity measurements, and therefore the opportunistic combination of all the measurements shows a significant improvement in the tracking system accuracy.
We validated our proposed data fusion scheme in real experiments carried out in a lab equipped with the OptiTrack system, in order to compare the coordinates estimated by the smartphone with a ground-truth reference signal. Our experiments confirmed that using camera-based measurements allow to reduce the PDR error drifts and that the system usability is satisfactory for both blind and low vision users.
